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Abstract
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1
Introduction
We are interested in the ergodic properties of a jumps diusion process reected from the
boundary of a bounded domain. Moreover, we intent to control the parameters of the drift
and the jump terms in order to minimize an average cost per unit time over the innity
time interval. The main goal is to extend the results of [23, 25] to unbounded jumps
measures
We will follow the model of Bensoussan [5, p. 162-171] for the diusion processes and
we add a jump term. It may seem a trivial extension but the diculties are in proving the
basic ergodicity properties of the jump diusion processes.
In most of the cases, the existence and regularity of an unique invariant measure for each
control is the starting point of any analysis (cf. Azema et al. [4], Kogan [19]). Sometimes
this can be partially avoided by using Markov chains (cf. Borkar [8]), by means of more
statistic assumptions on the processes (cf. Morimoto [26]), or by restraining the set of
admissible feedbacks (cf. Bensoussan [5, p. 176]). More dicult settings are discussed in
Gatarek and Stettner [17], Stettner [30], where several invariant measures may exist.
Usually the existence of an invariant density probability measure involves the veri-
cation of the so-called Doeblin condition, which requires a lower bound estimate of the
transition density probability function associated with the given Markov process. A nice
discussion on stationary distributions can be found in Ethier and Kurtz [11, pp. 238-253].
In our case, we have to deal with the transition density probability function of a jump
diusion, i.e. the Green function associated with an integro-dierential equation (cf. Gar-
roni and Menaldi [12, 13]). Some results concerning the switching control can be found in
Menaldi, Perthame and Robin [22].
The paper is organized as follows:
Section 1 gives the basic assumptions and properties of reected diusions with jumps.
Section 2 deals with the existence of a unique invariant measure for these processes.
Section 3 is devoted to study the Hamilton-Jacobi-Belmann equation of the ergodic con-
trol problem.
2
1 Basic Properties
In this section we will describe the Markov-Feller process used to model the dynamic of
the system.
1.1 Reected Diusion with Jumps
Consider an integro-dierential operator of the form
I0'(x) =
Z
IRd?
['(x+ z)  '(x)  z  r'(x)]M0(s; dz) (1.1)
where the Levy kernel M0(x; dz) is a Radon measure on IR
d
? = IR
d   f0g for any xed x,
and satisesZ
jzj1
jzj2M0(x; dz) +
Z
jzj>1
jzjM0(x; dz) <1; 8x 2 IRd: (1.2)
It is clear that this operator is associated with a jumps process.
Similarly, let L0 be a second order uniformly elliptic operator associated with a diusion
process, i.e.
L0 =
dX
i;j=1
aij(x)@ij; (1.3)
where, the coecients (aij) are bounded and Holder continuous, i.e. for some c0; M > 0,
and 0 <  < 18>>><>>>:
c0jj2 
dX
i;j=1
aij(x)ij  c 10 jj2; 8x;  2 IRd;
jaij(x)  aij(x0)j M jx  x0j; 8x; x0 2 IRd;
(1.4)
and aij = aji, for i; j = 1; : : : ; d.
The Levy kernel M0(x; dz) is assumed to have a particular structure, namely
M0(x;A) =
Z
f:j(x;)2Ag
m0(x; )(d) (1.5)
where () is a -nite measure on the measurable space (f;F), the functions j(x; ) and
m(x; ) are measurable for (x; ) in IRd  F , and there exist a measurable and positive
function j() and constants C0 > 0; 1   < 2 such that for every x;  we have8><>:
jj(x; )j  j0(); 0  m0(x; )  1;Z
F
[j0()]
p(1 + j0())
 1(d)  C0; 8p 2 [; 2];
(1.6)
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the function j(x; ) is continuously dierentiable in x for any xed  and there exists a
constant c0 > 0 such that for any (x; ) we have
c0  det(1+ rj(x; ))  c 10 ; 8 2 [0; 1]; (1.7)
where 1 denotes the identity matrix in IRd;r is the gradient operator is x, and det()
denotes the determinant of a matrix.
Notice that assumption (1.6) [resp. (1.7)] gives \control" of the L1(IRd) [resp. L1(IRd)]
norm of the integro-dierential operator I0.
In order to develop the analysis on a bounded and smooth region O of IRd, we give a
rst order dierential operator dened on the boundary @O, namely
B =
dX
i=1
bi(x)@i; (1.8)
where the coecients are non-tangential and continuously dierentiable with a Holder
continuous derivative, i.e., for some constants c0 > 0, 0 <  < 1, we have8>>><>>>:
dX
i=1
bi(x)ni(x)  c0 ; 8x 2 @O;
bi 2 C1+(@O);
(1.9)
where n = (n1(x); : : : ; nd(x)) denotes the unit outward normal to O at the point x of the
boundary @O. Moreover, we may assume that bi are dened in the whole space IRd, where
bi and rbi are bounded.
Now we need to \localize" the nonlocal operator I0. For the sake of simplicity, we give
the assumptions only for the case where O is convex, namely
x+ j(x; ) 2 O; 8x 2 O; 8 2 F; 8 2 [0; 1]: (1.10)
This assumption (1.10) makes sense even for non convex domains, but it is more restrictive
in that case.
Depending on the assumptions on the coecients of the operators L0, I0, B and on the
domain O, we can construct the corresponding Markov-Feller process. In the whole space,
i.e. O = IRd, classic results are well know (e.g. Bensoussan and Lions [6], Gikhman and
Skorokhod [18], and references therein), but in a bounded region with oblique derivative
(i.e. B dierent of the co-normal operator of L0) only a few results are available. For
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instance we refer to Anulova [2, 3], Bony et al. [8] and Chaleyat-Maurel et al. [10].
However, some regularity on the coecients j(x; ) and m0(x; ) is needed, namely8><>: jm(x; ) m(x
0)j  M jx  x0j; 8x; x0 2 IRd
jj(x; )  j(x0; )j  j0()jx  x0j; 8x; x0 2 IRd
(1.11)
for some constant M > 0 and the same function j() as in assumption (1.6). Thus the
integro-dierential operator I0 has the form
I0'(x) =
Z
F
['(x+ j(x; ))  '(x)  j(x; )  r'(x)]m0(x; )(d): (1.12)
To be more precise with the construction of the Markov-Feller process with innitesimal
generator L0+I0, we can mention that ifm0(x; ) = 1 and the coecients (aii) are Lipschitz
continuous and (bi) and the domain O are of class C3, then the penalization technique
on the domain applied to the stochastic dierential equation in the whole, space can be
used (cf. [24]). Under the assumptions (1.4), (1.6), (1.7), (1.9), (1.10) and (1.11), we can
construct the Markov-Feller process as a consequence of the specic estimates on the Green
function (cf. Garroni and Menaldi [12, 13]).
Since our goal is to study the ergodic control problem and the key starting point is to
have good estimates on the transition probability function (i.e., the Green function), we
will recall some results proved in the reference above.
Dene the seminorms C('; k) andK('; k) of order k > 0, for a kernel function '(x; t; y)
as follows:
C('; k) = inffC  0 : j'(x; t; y)j  C(t ^ 1) 1+ k d2 ; 8x; t; yg (1.13)
and 8><>:
K('; k) = inffK  0 :
Z
O
[('(x; t; z)j+ j'(z; t; y)j]dz 
 C(t ^ 1) 1+ k2 ; 8x; t; yg
(1.14)
where ^ denotes the minimum between two numbers. Denote by Gk the Banach space of
kernels '(x; t; y); (x; t; y) in O  (0;1) O such that C('; k) and K('; k) are nite.
On the other hand, it is known that under the assumption (1.4) and (1.9) there exists
a Green function G0(x; t; y) corresponding to the operator L0 and B, which satises all the
classic \heat-kernel" type estimates (e.g. Garroni and Solonnikov [15]).
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Theorem 1.1 Let the assumptions (1.4), (1.6) [0 <  < 2], (1.7), (1.9), (1.10), (1.11)1
and
O is a bounded domain with a C2+ boundary @O; (1.15)
hold. Then there exists a diusion process with jumps in O, with oblique boundary reec-
tion, whose transition density probability function G(x; t; y) can be represented as
G = G0 +G0 Q; (1.16)
where Q is the unique kernel solution in the Green space G2  of the Volterra equation
Q = Q0 +Q0 Q; Q0 = I0G0: (1.17)
Comments. First, the symbol  means the \kernel convolution",i.e.
(Q0 Q)(x; t; y) =
Z t
0
ds
Z
O
Q0(x; t  s; z)Q(z; s; y)dz: (1.18)
The fact that we call G a transition density probability function of a reected diusion
with jumps is because its innitesimal generator is L0+ I0, we have precisely the following
properties:
(i) for any smooth function f with a compact support in O (0;1), the domain potential
u(x; t) =
Z t
0
ds
Z
O
G(x; t  s; y)f(y; s)dy := (G  f)(x; t) (1.19)
is a solution in Wp;loc(O]0;1[), for any p in (1;1), of the equation
@tu  L0u  I0u = f; a.e. in O]0;1[; (1.20)
(ii) for any continuous function h with a compact support in O, the potential
w(x; t) =
Z
O
G(x; t; y)h(y)dy (1.21)
is continuous in O  [0;1) and satises the limit condition
lim
t!1w(x; t) = h(x); 8x 2 O; (1.22)
1the assumption (1.11) is not actually needed, it is assumed to hold for the sake of simplicity.
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(iii) for any smooth function f with a compact support in O(0;1), the domain potential
u(x; t) is smooth up to the boundary [i.e., belongs to W 2;1p (O]0; T [), for any T > 0] and
satises the boundary condition
Bu = 0; a.e. in @O]0;1[; (1.23)
as a trace in the corresponding Sobolev space.
Actually, because we can always suppose  < 2  for  suciently small, the domain
potential u(x; t) given by (1.19) is smooth, i.e., belongs to the Holder space C2+;1+

2 ( O
[0; T ]), 8T > 0. Since we are planning to add rst order terms to both operators L0 and
I0, we choose the above formulation in Sobolev spaces. These rst order terms will be only
bounded and measurable instead of Holder continuous.
Notice that since the function f in (1.19) has a compact support in O  (0;1), the
compatibility condition
B' =  in @O  f0g (1.24)
is clearly satised. Here ' is the initial data for t = 0 (i.e, ' = 0) and  is the boundary
data on @O (i.e,  = 0). 2
Sketch of the Proof. We refer to Theorem VIII.3.3 in Garroni and Menaldi [13]
to establish the result is O  [0; T ], for any T > 0, and then we use the argument of
Proposition 3.1 in Garroni and Menaldi [12] to conclude. We will outline briey the main
steps of the proof.
It is rst proven the following \kernel convolution" estimates8>>>>><>>>>>:
C(  '; k + r)  22+d(r 1 + k 1)[C( ; r)K('; k)+
+K( ; r)C('; k)]; 0 < k  d;
C(  '; k + r)  (r
2
;
k   d
2
)K( ; r)C('; k); k > d;
(1.25)
K(  '; k + r)  (r
2
;
k
2
)K( ; r)K('; k); (1.26)
where (; ) denotes the -function.
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Next, a detailed calculation proves an estimate on the integro-dierential operator I0,
with 1   < 2, namely8><>: C(I0'; k   )  C0[2C(r'; k   1) + C(r
2'; k   2)];
K(I0'; k = )  c0C0[2K(r'; k   1) + +K(r2'; k   2)];
(1.27)
where c0 and C0 are the constants in assumptions (1.6) and (1.7).
By means of the above estimates one can proves that the Volterra equation (1.17) has
one and only one solution given by the series
Q =
1X
n=0
Qn; Qn = Q0 Qn 1; (1.28)
which is convergent in the Green space G2  on O  (0; T ], for every T > 0.
Thus, dening G by (1.16), it is proven that G satises all the required properties of
a transition density probability function, in particular, the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) above
and the semigroup property are satised. For instance, to prove (i) and (iii) above, we use
the properties of the initial Green function G0 and the Volterra equation (1.17). Property
(ii) above follows from the estimate (1.25) applied to  = G0, r = 2 and ' = Q, k = 2 .
This shows that
j
Z
O
(G0 Q)(x; t; y)h(y)dyj  Ct
2 
2 ; (1.29)
for any 0 < t  1 and some constant C. The semigroup property is inherited from G0 as
a consequence of the uniqueness of the Volterra equation (1.17).
Actually, by taking 0 <  < 1 suciently small so that  < 2 , the kernel solution to
the Volterra equation (1.17) belongs to the Green space G2  (which includes Holder type
seminorms, see the mentioned references for more detail) and the Green function G0  Q
belongs to the Green space denoted by G2+;1+

2
4  .
Let us discuss in more detail the positivity of the Green function in order to obtain
a transition density probability function and then to be able to construct an associated
Markov-Feller process. (e.g. Theorem III.2.7 in Ethier and Kurtz [11]). It is clear that a
weak version of the maximum principle will be necessary at this point, i.e. the statement
either
G(x; t; y)  0; 8x; t; y; (1.30)
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or
f  0 implies Gf  0; (1.31)
for any smooth function f with a compact support in O(0;1).
Since, we really want to prove the strict positivity of the Green function G, we will recall
a version of the (classic) maximum principle for integro-dierential operator as proved in
Garroni and Menaldi [14].
Theorem 1.2 (Strong Maximum Principle) Let us assume (1.4), (1.6), (1.7), (1.9)
and (1.10) [(1.11) is not necessary] hold true. Suppose that a function u(x; t) satises8>>>>><>>>>>:
u 2 C2;1(O(0; T ]) \ C1;0( O(0; T ]) \ C0( O[0; T ]);
@tu  L0u  I0u  0 in O(0; T ];
Bu  0 in @O(0; T ]:
(1.32)
If u is not a constant function then the maximum value of u on O(0; T ] must be attained
on Of0g. 2
It is clear that a simple application of the strong maximum principle (actually, a weak
version is sucient) provides (1.31), and by continuity we obtain (1.30). However, to show
the strict positivity of the Green function, i.e., for any  > 0 there exists a positive constant
c = c() > 0 such that
G(x; t; y)  c; 8x; y 2 O; 8t  ; (1.33)
the argument is little more complicate. First, by means of the semigroup property
G(x; t+ s; y) =
Z
O
G(x; t; z)G(z; s; y)dz (1.34)
and the identityZ
O
G(x; t; z)dz = 1; (1.35)
we reduce the inequality (1.33) to the case where t =  > 0. Now, let us prove that
G(x; ; y) > 0 for any x; y in O. Indeed, by contradiction, if G vanishes at point P0 =
(x0; ; y0) then P0 is a point where G attains its minimum value (since we know that G  0).
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Thus the strong maximum principle applied to the function u(x; t) =  G(x; t+ 
2
; y0) gives
a contradiction. Next, by means of the continuity in x and y we deduce assertion (1.33).
Notice that in order to use weak maximum principle, we used the fact that the domain
potential u(x; t) given by (1.19) is smooth [i.e., it satises the regularity assumptions in
(1.32)]. However, to be able to deduce the strict positivity of the Green function G, we
need to know that G(x; t; y) is smooth in x; t [only t > 0] for any xed y, and that G(x; t; y)
is continuous in (x; y) for any t > 0 xed. These two conditions are a direct consequence
of the representation (1.16) in Theorem 1.1 and the fact that G0 Q belongs to the Green
space G2+;1+

2
4  of a Holder type, provided that (1.11) is satised.
Notice that a maximum principle for integro-dierential operator (of the type L0 + I0)
valid on the Sobolev space W 2;1p (similar to that of Bony [7] and Krylov [20] for dierential
operators) has not yet been established. However, if we add some more assumptions on the
coecient of L0 and I0 (such as Lipschitz continuity of aij) then the operator L0+I0 are in
divergence form and a variational formulation is possible. Thus, the standard coercitivity
assumptions (e.g. Bensoussan and Lions [6]) are sucient to prove a weak version of the
maximum principle.
1.2 Measurable First Order Coecients
In order to accommodate the control parameters, we need to be able to construct a reected
diusion with jumps where the rst order coecients are only bounded and measurable.
To that purpose, we will use the so-called Girsanov's transformation.
Let 
 = D([0;1[; IRd) be the canonical space of right continuous functions ! from [0;1[
into IRd endowed with the Skorokhod topology. Denote by either Xt or X(t) the canonical
process and by Ft the ltration generated by fXs : s  t. Now let (
; P; Ft; X(t); t  0)
be the (homogeneous) Markov-Feller process with transition density function G(x; t; y)
associated to the integro-dierential operator L0 + I0 and the boundary operator B as
described in the previous subsection, i.e. the density with respect to the Lebesgue measure
of PfX(t) 2 dy j X(s) = xg is equal to G(x; t   s; y). For the sake of simplicity, we
will refer to (Px; X(t); t  0) as the above Markov-Feller process, where Px denote the
conditional probability with respect to fX(0) = xg:
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Hence, for any smooth function '(x) satisfying the boundary condition
B' = 0 on @O; (1.36)
the process
Y'(t) = '(X(t)) 
Z t
0
(L0 + I0)'(X(s))ds (1.37)
is a Px-martingale. This follows immediately from the representation8>><>>:
Exf'(X(t))g =
Z
O
G(x; t; y)'(y)dy+
+
Z t
0
ds
Z
O
G(x; t  s; y)(L0 + I0)'(y)dy;
(1.38)
and the Markov property.
Hence, following the martingale approach (e.g. Theorems II.3.1 and II.3.2 in Bensous-
san and Lions [6]) we deduce that there is a unique increasing (by coordinates), continuous
and adapted process ((t); t  0) with values in IRd such that
(t) =
Z t
0
(X(s) 2 O)d(t); (1.39)
and
Z'(t) = '(X(t)) +
Z t
0
B'(X(s))d(s) 
Z t
0
(L0 + I0)'(X(s))ds (1.40)
is a Px-martingale for any smooth function '.
Notice that in view of the analytic properties of the operator L0 + I0 (with the bound-
ary operator B) the martingale problem (1.37) identies completely (i.e. the martingale
problem has the uniqueness property) the Markov-Feller process (Px; X(t); t  0).
It is also possible to express the process Xt as follows:
dX(t) = a1=2(X(t))dw(t) +
Z
IRd?
zX(dt; dz)  b(X(t))d(t); (1.41)
where (w(t); t  0) is a standard Wiener process in IRd, ((t); t  0) is the process satisfying
(1.39), a1=2(x) is the positive square root of the matrix (aij(x)) and b(x) is the vector
function (bi(x)). The process X is the martingale measure associate with the process
(X(t); t  0), i.e. if X(t; A) denotes the integer random measure dened as the number
of jumps of the process X(t) on (0; t) with values in A  IRd? then
X(dt; A) + X(dt; A) = X(dt; A) (1.42)
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where X(t; A) is a square integrable (local) martingale quasi-left continuous and X(t; A)
is a predictable increasing process obtained via the Doob-Meyer decomposition. Moreover,
X(dt; dz) =M0(X(t ); dz)dt; (1.43)
whereM0(x; dz) is the Levy kernel used to dened the integro-dierential operator I0 given
by (1.1).
Now, we are ready to introduce measurable rst order coecients via the Girsanov's
transformation. Suppose that8>>>>><>>>>>:
aj(x); : : : ; ad(x); and c(x; z) are
measurable and bounded functions such that
0  c(x; z)  C0(1 ^ jzj); 8x 2 O; 8z 2 IRd?;
(1.44)
and let (e(t); t  0) the exponential martingale solution to the stochastic dierential equa-
tion 8>><>>:
de(t) = e(t)[rX(t)dw(t) +
Z
IRd?
X(t; z)X(dt; dz)] ;
e(0) = 1;
(1.45)
where8><>: rX(t) = a
 1=2(X(t))(a1(X(t)); : : : ; ad(X(t)));
X(t; z) = z c(X(t); z);
(1.46)
i.e., 8>><>>:
e(t) = expf
Z t
0
rX(s)dw(s) +
Z t
0
Z
IRd?
X(s; z)X(ds; dz) 
 
Z t
0
jrX(s)j2ds 
Z t
0
Z
IRd
[X(s; z)  ln(1 + X(s; z))]X(ds; dz)g:
(1.47)
If we denote by
L = L0 +
dX
i=1
ai(x)@i; (1.48)
and
I'(x) = I0'(x) +
Z
IRd?
['(x+ z)  '(x)]c(x; z)M0(x; dz); (1.49)
then, by means of Ito^'s formula we prove that for any smooth function ', the process
Z' = '(X(t)) +
Z t
0
B'(X(s))d(s) 
Z t
0
(L+ I)'(X(s))ds (1.50)
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is a P ex -martingale, where the new probability measure is dened as
dP ex = e(t)dPx on Ft: (1.51)
Thus, (P ex ; X(t); t  0) is a Markov-Feller process on the canonical space D([0;1[; O)
whose innitesimal generator is an extension of the integro-dierential operator L+I [given
by (1.48), (1.49)] dened for C2 function satisfying the boundary condition (1.36).
Notice that the probability measures Px and P
e
x are absolutely continuous one with
respect to each other. Moreover, by expressing the second part of the integro-dierential
operator I in (1.49) asZ
A
c(x; z)M0(x; dz) =
Z
f:j(x;)2Ag
m0(x; )(d) (1.52)
where (); j(; ) and m0(; ) are as in (1.5), (1.6), (1.7), and m(x; ) is a measurable
function for (x; ) in OF such that
0  m(x; )  C0; 8x; ; (1.53)
we obtain a transition density function G(x; t; ) satisfying the same condition (with ob-
vious changes) mentioned in Theorem 1.1. The dierence is that now the Green function
may not be continuous in the variable y, in particular the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) hold
in Sobolev spaces (as stated, and not in Holder spaces). In this case, only a weak version of
the maximum principle is known [i.e. (1.30) follows by regularization]. The strict positivity
of the Green function is yet to be proved.
2 Invariant Measure
First in this section we will formulate the ergodic control problem and then we will discuss
the associated invariant measure.
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2.1 Ergodic Problem
Let f(x; v); g(x; v) = (g1(x; v); : : : ; gd(x; v)), and c(x; v; z) functions dened for (x; v) in
O  V , z in IRd? such that8>>>>><>>>>>:
f; gi; c are bounded and measurable;
and continuous in the control variable v;
0  c(x; v; z)  C0(1 ^ jzj); 8x; v; z;
(2.1)
where C0 is a constant and V is a compact metric space.
We consider the Markov-Feller process (Px; X(t); t  0) dened on the canonical space
D([0;1[; O) described in Section 1, corresponding to the integro-dierential operator L0+
I0 with boundary dierential operator B, given by (1.1), (1.3) and (1.8).
An admissible control is a stochastic process (v(t); t  0) with values in V , adapted
to the ltration Ft. For any admissible control (v(t); t  0) we can use the Girsanov's
transformation (1.47), (1.51) to dene an exponential martingale ev(t) and a new probabil-
ity measure denoted by P vx such that (P
v
x ; X(t); t  0) represents the state of the system.
Notice that in this case, ev(t) is given by (1.47) with8><>: rX(t) = a
 1=2(X(t))g(X(t); v(t));
X(t; z) = z c(X(t); v(t); z):
(2.2)
A cost is associated with the controlled system (P vx ; X(t); t  0) by
Jx(v) = lim
T!1
Evxf
1
T
Z T
0
f(X(t); v(t))dtg: (2.3)
Our purpose is to give a characterization of the optimal cost
 = inffJx(v) : v()g (2.4)
and to construct an optimal control v^(t).
It is useful to remark that we expect to obtain an optimal Markovian control, i.e.
v^(t) = v^(X(t)); 8t  0; (2.5)
for some feedback function v^(x) and to prove that the optimal cost  is constant, i.e.,
independent of the initial condition X(0) = x.
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For a given feedback v = v(x), the controlled state of the system (P vx ; X(t); t  0) is a
Markov-Feller process with innitesimal generator of the form (1.48), with8><>: (a1(x); : : : ; ad(x)) = g(x; v(x));c(x; z) = c(x; v(x); z): (2.6)
Moreover, this Markov-Feller process (P vx ; X(t); t  0) has a transition probability density
function denoted by Gv(x; t; y), which enjoys the properties described in Theorem 1.1,
except that now Q0 = (L+ I   L0)G0.
2.2 Doeblin Condition
As in Bensoussan [5], a key point in the study of ergodic control problems is to establish
the so-called Doeblin condition. This property is usually a consequence of the strong
maximum principle or/and the strict positivity of the Green functions. In our setting,
those properties are true for the uncontrolled (or smooth) process (Px; X(t); t  0), but do
not hold (a priori) for the controlled process (P vx ; X(t); t  0).
Denote by G(x; t; y) and Gv(x; t; y) the transition probability density functions cor-
responding to the \uncontrolled" process (Px; X(t); t  0) and the controlled process
(P vx ; X(t); t  0) for a given Borel measurable feedback control v = v(x).
The associated semigroups are
(t)' =
Z
O
G(; t; y)'(y)dy (2.7)
and
v(t)' =
Z
O
Gv(; t; y)'(y)dy; (2.8)
with the innitesimal generator given by L0 + I0 [cf. (1.1) and (1.3)] and Lv + Iv where
Lv = L0 +
dX
i=1
gi(x; v(x))@i (2.9)
and
Iv'(x) = I0'(x) +
Z
IRd?
['(x+ z)  '(x)]c(x; v(x); z)M0(x; dz): (2.10)
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As a consequence of the regularity of the Green function given in Theorem 1.1, we
deduce that the strong Feller property is satised, i.e.,8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
for any T; " > 0 there exists  = ("; T ) such that
for every x; x0 in O; jx  x0j < ; and t in [T 1; T ] one has
jEvxf'(X(t))g   Evx0f'(X(t))gj  "k'k;
for any measurable and bounded function ';
(2.11)
where k  k denote the supremum norm on O and Evx is the conditional expectation with
respect to the probability measure P vx as before.
Theorem 2.1 (Doeblin condition) Let v = r(x) be a Borel measurable feedback, and
suppose that (1.4), (1.6), (1.7), (1.9), (1.10), (1.11), (1.15) and (2.1) hold. Then the
Doeblin condition is satised for the controlled process (P vx ; X(t); t  0), i.e.8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
there exists a constant  > 0 such that
v(1)'(x)  v(1)'(x0)  1  
for any x; x0 in O and any measurable
function ' satisfying 0  '  1:
(2.12)
Proof. The argument is simple, rst we check that (2.12) holds for the initial process
(P;X(t); t  0) and then we prove that the property remains valid after a Girsanov change
of probability measures.
Indeed, rst for the uncontrolled process (Px; X(t); t  0) we have8>>>>><>>>>>:
(1)'(x)  (1)'(x0) = 1  f
Z
O
G(x; 1; y)[1  '(y)]dy+
+
Z
O
G(x0; 1; y)'(y)dyg 
 1  cjOj;
(2.13)
where jOj is the measure of the set O and c is the constant minorant the Green function
as given by (1.33). Thus (2.12) holds for the uncontrolled process.
Now, assume that (2.12) does not hold for the controlled process (P vx ; X(t); t  0).
Then there exist sequences xk; x
0
k; 'k; k = 1; 2; : : :, such that
v(1)'k(xk)! 1;
v(1)'k(x
0
k)! 0:
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Because xk; x
0
k belong to O and 0  'k  1, we can extract subsequences such that
xk ! x; x0k ! x0 and
'k ! ' weakly ? in L1(O):
Therefore, in view of the inequalities
1  Evxf'k(X(1))g  jEvxf'k(X(1))g   Evxkf'k(X(1))gj+
+[1  Evxkf'k(X(1))g] ;
Evx0f'k(X(1))g  jEvx0f'k(X(1))g   Evx0
k
f'k(X(1))gj+
+Evx0
k
f'k(X(1))g
and by means of the strong Feller property (2.11) we deduce
Evx'(X(1)) = 1 and E
v
x0'(X(1)) = 0:
Since the probability measures Px and P
v
x are absolutely continuous one with respect to
each other, we obtain
Exf1  '(X(1))g = Ex0f'(X(1))g = 0
which contradict (2.13). Thus (2.12) has been established. 2
Once the Doeblin condition is satised, standard technique can be used to obtain a
unique invariant measure (e.g. Bensoussan [5], Garroni and Menaldi [12], and Robin [28]).
We summarize the results as follows.
Theorem 2.2 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 there exists a unique bounded and
measurable function m = mv(x) on O such that8>>>>><>>>>>:
m(y) = 
Z 1
0
e tdt
Z
O
Gv(x; t; y)m(x)dx; 8 > 0Z
O
m(x)dx = 1;
m(x)  0; a.e. in O:
(2.14)
Moreover, for every t  1 and h in L1(O) we have
j
Z
O
Gv(x; t; y)h(y)dy  
Z
O
h(y)m(y)dyj  Ce tkhkL1 ; (2.15)
for some constants C;  > 0 independent of t and h. Furthermore
m(y) =
Z
O
Gv(x; t; y)m(x)dx; a.e. y in O; (2.16)
for every t > 0: 2
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3 Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman Equation
First we give some useful results on the discounted HJB equation. Denote by H(x; '(x))
the Hamiltonian8>><>>:
H(x; '(x)) = inff
Z
IRd?
['(x+ z)  '(x)]c(x; v; z)M0(x; dz)+
+g(x; v)  r'(x) + f(x; v) : v 2 V g
(3.1)
for ' in the Sobolev spaceW 1;p(O); d < p <1 and f in the Lebesgue space L1(V; Lp(O)).
Actually, for the sake of simplicity, we are going to suppose that f is bounded and mea-
surable as in (2.1).
Theorem 3.1 Under the assumptions (1.4), (1.6), (1.7), (1.9), (1.10), (1.11)2 (1.15) and
(2.1), the HJB equation8><>: L0u + I0u +H(; u) = u in O;Bu = 0 on @O (3.2)
has a unique solution u in W
2;p(O), for every  > 0: 2
The proof of this theorem is very similar to the one in Bensoussan and Lions [5]. The
key argument is based on the following estimates:
kI'kLp(O)  "kr2'kLp(O) + c(")[k'kLp(O) + kr'kLp(O)]; (3.3)
for any " > 0 and some constant C("), where I = Iv the integro-dierential operator given
by (2.10). We refer to Garroni et al. [16] for a more general results.
The above argument also applies to the linear equation8><>: Lvu + Ivu + h = u in O;Bu = 0 on @O; (3.4)
for any Borel measurable feedback v = v(x);  > 0 and the notation (2.9), (2.10). We have
Proposition 3.2 Let v(x) be a Borel measurable and h a given function in Lp(O). Assume
the conditions (1.4), (1.6), (1.7), (1.9), (1.10), (1.15) and (2.1) [on g and c, only], then
2This condition (1.11) is not actually needed, it will be used in Theorem 3.5
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the linear equation (3.4) has a unique solution in W 2;p(O). Moreover, it can be written
under the following equivalent forms:8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
u =
Z 1
0
e tv(t)hdt;
u(x) =
Z 1
0
e tdt
Z
O
Gv(x; t; y)h(y)dy;
u(x) = E
v
xf
Z 1
0
e th(X(t))dtg;
(3.5)
for any  > 0: 2
Let us now consider the undiscounted linear problem corresponding to (3.4), namely8><>: Lvw + Ivw + h = 0 in O;Bw = 0 on @O (3.6)
where h has a zero mean, i.e.,8><>:
h 2 Lp(O); d < p <1
h
:
=
Z
O
h(x)mv(x)dx = 0;
(3.7)
where m = mv(x) is the invariant probability density associated with v (cf. Theorem 2.2).
Proposition 3.3 Let v(x) be a Borel measurable feedback. Assume that conditions (1.4),
(1.6), (1.7), (1.9), (1.10), (1.11), (1.15), (2.1) [relative to g and c only] and (3.7). Then
problem (3.6) has a solution in W 2;p(O), unique up to an additive constant.
Proof. We refer instant to Bensoussan [5], Garroni and Menaldi [12], and Robin [27].
The argument is as follows.
Let us denote by w the solution of discounted problem (3.4),  > 0, with h satisfying
(3.7). In view of Theorem 2.2 we have
kv(t)hk1  Ckhk1e t; (3.8)
where k  kp denotes the norm in Lp(O); 1  p  1. Thus, from the representation (3.5)
we deduce
kwk1  C; 8 > 0; (3.9)
for some appropriate constant C independent of .
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Therefore, the above estimate (3.9) combined with the W 2;p estimates of the type
Agmon, Douglas and Nirenberg[1] for the dierential operator Lv and the inequality (3.3)
regarding the integro-dierential operator Iv yield
kwkW 2;p  C; 8 > 0; (3.10)
for another suitable constant C independent of .
Thus, there exists a subsequence w converging to some function w in W
2;p weakly.
Hence, we can let  go to zero in (3.4) and we obtain that w satises (3.6).
In order to show that w is unique up to an additive constant, it is enough to show that
Lvu+ Ivu = 0 in O ;
Bu = 0 in @O
implies that u is a constant function. To that eect, let u be a solution of the above
equation. Then it is clear that
v(t)u = u 8t ;
and since
v(t)u!
Z
O
u(x)mv(dx)
as t!1, the desired result is proved. 2
Corollary 3.4 Let us consider the problem (3.4) without the assumption (3.7), its solution
denoted by u(x). If we set
w
:
= u   u = u  
Z
O
u(x)mv(x)dx; (3.11)
then we have8><>: w * w weakly in W
2;p(O);
u ! h;
(3.12)
and (w; h) satises8>>>>><>>>>>:
Lvw + Ivw + h = h in O
Bw = 0 on @O
w = 0 : 2
(3.13)
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We are now ready to study the HJB equation when  goes to zero.
Theorem 3.5 Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.13 hold true. If we select
v(x) 2 Arg min H(x; u(x)) (3.14)
and
w = u  
Z
O
u(x)mv(x)dx; (3.15)
then there exist a constant  and a function w in W 2;p(O) such that8><>: w ! w ! w weakly in W 2;p(O) (3.16)
as  goes to zero. The pair (w; ) satises8><>: L0w + I0w +H(; w) =  in O;Bw = 0 on @O; (3.17)
for this equation (3.17), the constant solution  is unique.
Proof. We clearly have
kuk1  kfk1 8 > 0: (3.18)
From the denition of v we obtain8><>: Lvu + Ivu + f(; v) = u in O;Bu = 0 on @O: (3.19)
Thus, setting
h(x) = f(x; v(x))  u(x); (3.20)
we have
Lvw + Ivw + h = 0 in O
3including (1.11)
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and
w =
Z 1
0
e tv(t)hdt:
Since the mean h vanishes, we can repeat the argument in Proposition 3.3 to deduce that
kwk1  C; 8 > 0 (3.21)
which implies
kwkW 2;p  C; 8 > 0: (3.22)
Hence, by means of (3.18) and (3.22) we obtain
u(x)!  constant; (3.23)
using a subsequence converging in W 2;p weakly and in C1( O) (recall that p > d) as  go
to zero.
Next, conditions (3.22) and (3.23) allows us to take limit as  goes to zero in the
nonlinear equation (3.2) to get (3.17).
Finally, under the assumptions of the theorem, there exists a Borel measurable feedback
function v^ = v^(x) such that
v^(x) 2 Arg min H(x;w(x)); (3.24)
and w satises8><>: Lv^w + Iv^w + f(; v^) =  in O;Bw = 0 on @O: (3.25)
This equation has a unique solution up to an additive constant, according to Proposi-
tion 3.3. Notice that the denition of feedback v^ is independent of the constant used to
normalize the solution w of equation (3.25).
To show that  is unique, we apply Ito's formula in a convenient way, e.g. Bensoussan
[5], in order to get an explicit formula for . Indeed, let w(x) be a solution of the nonlinear
equation (3.17), and let v^(x) be a feedback satisfying (3.24), then w(x) is a solution of
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equation (3.25). Integrating with respect to the invariant measure mv^(dx) equation (3.25)
we obtain
 =
Z
O
f(x; v^(x))mv^(dx):
Similarly, for any given feedback v(x) we deduce
 
Z
O
f(x; v(x))mv(dx) ;
which completes the proof. 2
Actually, the above proof also implies the following result.
Corollary 3.6 Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.5 and with the notation of Section
2.1, we deduce that the constant  is the optimal cost, i.e.
 = inffJx(v) : v()g; (3.26)
and the function v^ given by (3.24) is an optimal feedback. Moreover, any solution w(x) of
the nonlinear problem (3.17) satises
w(x) = lim
T!1
E v^xf
Z T
0
[f(X(t); v^(X(t)))  ]dtg+ w ; (3.27)
where w denotes the mean of w(x) with respect to the invariant measure mv^(dx)
Proof. It is a classical application Ito's formula, e.g. Bensoussan [5]. Indeed, if v^(x)
is a feedback satisfying (3.24) and w(x) is a solution of equation (3.25) then Ito's formula
applied to the function w and the diusion with jumps (P vx ; X(t); t  0) between 0 and T
yields
w(x) = E v^xf
Z T
0
[f(X(t); v^(X(t)))  ]dtg+ E v^xfw(X(T ))g 8T > 0 ; (3.28)
which implies (3.27) and
 = lim
T!1
f 1
T
E v^x
Z T
0
[f(X(t); v^(X(t)))dtg : (3.29)
On the other hand, if v(x) is any feedback control we have an inequality instead of the
equality (3.28), namely
w(x)  Evxf
Z T
0
[f(X(t); v(X(t)))  ]dtg+ Evxfw(X(T ))g 8 T > 0 : (3.30)
Hence, we deduce the optimality of v^ and equality (3.26). 2
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Remark 3.7 Notice that from (3.28) and (3.30) we obtain the representation
w(x) = inf
v()

lim inf
T!1
Evxf
Z T
0
[f(X(t); v(X(t)))  ]dtg

  w ; (3.31)
where the inmum is taken over all adapted controls v() satisfying
Evxfw(X(T ))g ! w as T !1 : (3.32)
This is not a complete characterization of the potential w(x), since we have not established
yet the fact that any two solutions of the nonlinear problem (3.17) diers at most in an
additive constant. That fact seems to be related to the strictly positivity of the invariant
density measure, which in turn is connected with the strong maximum principle. What is
possible to establish for any two solutions w(x) and w0(x) is the inequality8><>: Lv(w   w
0) + Iv(w   w0)  0 in O;
B(w   w0) = 0 on @O ;
(3.33)
where v(x) is the feedback associated with the solution w(x). Hence, by means of an argu-
ment similar to that of Proposition 3.3 we deduce
w(x)  w0(x) 
Z
O
[w(x)  w0(x)]mv(dx) 8 x in O : (3.34)
which implies (cf. Azema et al. [4]) that w w0 is a constant expect in a negligible set with
respect to the mv measure. 2
Final Comments: The results obtained in the present paper for ergodic behavior of
general diusions with jumps allow to extend to these processes some of the results in the
following papers: (i) Gatarek and Stettner[17], Lions and Perthame [21] and Robin [27] on
impulse control, (ii) Menaldi, Robin and Perthame [22] on switching control where only
the case of bounded jumps measures was studied, (iii) Robin [29] on perturbation problems
in impulse control. By no means these extensions are trivial or useless, on the contrary
some careful analysis may be needed to generalize those results.
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